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Reviewing Adjectives

I Adjectives are treated as predicates of individuals, i.e. as
functions from individuals to truth-values.

I When adjectives modify nouns, e.g. [empty house],
Functional Application fails to apply, since the construction

DP

empty house

consists of two nodes that are each of type 〈e, t〉
I Our solution was to add another rule of composition that

combines expressions denoting predicates:

I Predicate Modification: If α is a branching node, with β and
γ as its daughters, and JβK and JγK are of type 〈e, t〉, then
JαK = λxe . JβK(x) = JγK(x) = 1



Reviewing Adjectives

I Since JemptyK is of type 〈e, t〉, and JhouseK is also of type
〈e, t〉, by PM:

I Jempty houseK = λxe . JemptyK(x) = JhouseK(x) = 1

I Exercise: Compute the truth-conditions of the sentence
John saw the empty house, given that

JJohnK = j
JhouseK = λx . x is a house
JemptyK = λx . x is empty
JsawK = λx .λy . y saw x
JtheK = λP〈e,t〉 . the unique x such that P(x) = 1



Relative Clauses

I Now consider the sentences in (1) and (2)

(1) John saw the empty house.

(2) John saw the house which is empty.

I How do we compute the truth-conditions of (2) so that they
are the same as those of (1)?

I We want to achieve:

I Jthe empty houseK = Jthe house which is emptyK
J////the empty houseK = J////the house which is emptyK
J////the empty ///////houseK = J////the////////house which is emptyK
λx . x is empty = J////the////////house which is emptyK



Relative Clauses

I RCs are generally taken to result from a movement (or
re-merge) operation in Transformational Grammar.

I E.g. in the RC [The house that John built], [the house]
occurs higher than the verb [built], but the phrase is
interpreted as if the Jthe houseK was the first argument of
JbuiltK. Jthe houseK is the theme of the ‘action’ denoted by
the verb.

I In transformational grammar, the treatment (as far as we are
concerned) is to assign the sentence a structure where the DP
is dislocated from its underlying position, leaving a trace
behind.



Relative Clauses

I Our question is, then, how to interpret traces, and how to
interpret structures in which movement takes place,

e.g.

WH

(that)
John

bought t



Relative Clauses: Are traces semantically vacuous?

I If traces were vacuous, what do we predict regarding the
semantic value of the embedded VP?

WH

(that)
John VP

bought t

I On this hypothesis, Jbought tK = JboughtK, so

JJohn bought tK = JJohn boughtK
= JboughtK(JJohnK), by FA

I What is being bought according to this structure?



Relative Clauses: Traces are not vacuous

I More precisely, traces cannot be treated as semantically
vacuous if we make the assumptions that we have made:
regarding syntactic structure, and regarding the rules of
semantic composition.

I How, then, do we interpret traces?



Relative Clauses: such that Relativization

I WVO Quine (1908-2000):

‘The task [of permuting word order in forming RCs . . . ] is
sometimes avoided by recourse to an alternative construction,
the unlyrical “such that”. This construction demands none of
the tricks of word order demanded by “which”, because it
divides the two responsibilities of “which”: the responsibility of
standing in a singular-term position within the clause is
delegated to “it”, and the responsibility of signaling the
beginning of a clause is discharged by “such that”. Thus
“which I bought” becomes “such that I bought it’.



Relative Clauses: such that Relativization

I Jthe house which t is emptyK =
Jthe house such that it is emptyK

I Jthe house that John bought tK =
Jthe house such that John bought itK



Relative Clauses: such that Relativization

I Take the following subpart of the phrase such that John
bought it:

(3) John bought it

I What meanings can (3) have? What sort of information is
needed before the sentence is interpretable?

I Intuitively, (3) depends on the existence of a salient,
inanimate, purchasable referent.



Assignment Functions

(3) John bought it

I We capture the context-dependence of the pronoun using an
assignment, or an assignment function.

I Let our assignment function g be a mapping, so that g(it)
gives us the salient individual.

I For example, in the sentence Bill put his house on the
market, and John bought it, the pronoun it refers to Bill’s
house:

I g(it)= Bill’s house.

I But now we need to revise our semantics somewhat: every
expression that we looked at was interpreted using the
function JK. How does this interpretation function interact
with the assignment function?



Assignment Functions

I answer: We relativize our interpretation to assignments.

I Informally, we might understand this as saying that each
linguistic expression is interpreted based on its syntactic
structure, the meaning of its components (JK), and on
whatever is contextually provided (the assignment g).

I We use the notation JαKg to mean the denotation of α
relative to assignment g .

I Now we may explicitly state how JK and g interact:

The Pronoun Rule (to be revised): For any pronoun β and
any assignment function g , JβKg = g(β).



Examples of Assignment Functions

[
it → Bill’s house
he → John

]

 he → George W. Bush
she → Helen Keller
it → Lady Gaga’s hat



[ ]



Examples of Assignment Functions, and a short derivation

I Compute the semantics of (3): John bought it, relative to the assignment
[it→Bill’s house],

I i.e. compute the value of JJohn bought itK[it→Bill’s house]

JJohn bought itK[it→Bill’s house]

= Jbought itK[it→Bill’s house](JJohnK[it→Bill’s house]) (By FA)

= Jbought itK[it→Bill’s house](JJohnK)

= JboughtK[it→Bill’s house](JitK[it→Bill’s house])(JJohnK) (By FA)

= JboughtK(JitK[it→Bill’s house])(JJohnK)

= JboughtK([it → Bill’s house](it))(JJohnK) (By the Pronoun Rule)

= JboughtK(Bill’s house)(JJohnK)

= [λx .λy .y bought x](Bill’s house)(JJohnK)

= [λy .y bought Bill’s house](JJohnK) (By λ-conversion)

=1 iff JJohnK bought Bill’s house (By λ-conversion)



Back to such that

I We presented (very briefly) an account of pronoun
interpretation, using assignments.

I The sentence John bought it was interpreted relative to an
assignment function g , which was entrusted with providing a
value for the pronoun it:

I Relative to [it → Bill’s house], the sentence is true iff John
bought Bill’s house.

I Relative to [it → Lady Gaga’s hat], the sentence is true iff
John bought Lady Gaga’s hat.

I And relative to [], the sentence has no interpretation.



Back to such that

I What about our “such that” construction?

(4) the house such that John bought it.
(5) (Portuguese?): A casa tal qual ela está vazia.

I How many ways are there of interpreting the pronouns it and
ela in (4) and (5)?

I Are (4) and (5) context-dependent in the same way as John
bought it is context-dependent? Why or why not?



Back to such that

I Though the interpretation of John bought it is
context-dependent, placing it in a “such that” relative makes
it independent again.

I The main principle that we have followed all along is
Compositionality:

I We want to derive the meaning of the house such that John
built it from its structure, and the meaning of its parts.

I One of its parts is John built it.
I So, even though one of its parts is context-dependent, the

“such that” is context-independent.



Variables, Free and Bound

I We need to suspend the context-dependence of the embedded
clause: the assignment function must be changed, so that the
pronoun does not refer to any salient individuals.

I Whatever the pronoun means in the clause is overwritten, and
the pronoun is interpreted as a place holder for the argument
that it is standing for.

I When a construction that contains a pronoun is interpreted
independently of context, the construction can be interpreted
on any assignment function.

I In this case, we say that the pronoun is bound: it is bound
whenever it is contained in a constituent that is interpretable
relative to any assignment (including the empty one).

I When a pronoun is not bound, it is free.

I We use the term variable to refer to individual-referring
expressions that depend on assignment functions for their
value (pronouns and traces, for the cases that concern us).



Back to such that, again

I Our simplest example was the house such that it is empty.

I We intend its interpretation to be the same as that of empty,
i.e. λx . x is empty

I Jsuch that [it is empty]K = [λx .x is empty]

= [λx .JemptyK(x) = 1]

= [λx .JemptyK(JitK[it→x]) = 1]

= [λx .Jit is emptyK[it→x] = 1]



Back to such that

I Jsuch that [it is empty]K = [λx .x is empty]

= [λx .JemptyK(x) = 1]

= [λx .JemptyK(JitK[it→x]) = 1]

= [λx .Jit is emptyK[it→x] = 1]

I Jsuch that [it fell]K = [λx .x fell]

= [λx .JfellK(x) = 1]

= [λx .JfellK(JitK[it→x]) = 1]

= [λx .Jit fellK[it→x] = 1]

I Jsuch that [John bought it]K
= [λx .JJohn bought itK[it→x] = 1]

I Jsuch that SK

= [λx .JSK[it→x] = 1]



Back to such that

Jsuch that SK = [λx .JSK[it→x] = 1]

I The rule is promising, but quite weak: it is specific to “such
that” constructions; it is specific to pronouns (no treatment of
traces yet), and it is specific to only one pronoun, it.

I Since traces are not vacuous,

and since relatives containing traces have the same
truth-conditions as their “such-that” counterparts,

and since in RCs, traces appear because of a moved WH
operator,

We propose the rule:

JWH (that) SK = [λx . JSK[t→x]=1]



Towards Predicate Abstraction

JWH (that) SK = [λx . JSK[t→x]=1]

I e.g. JWH [t is empty]K = λx . Jt is emptyK[t→x]

= λx . JemptyK[t→x](JtK[t→x])

= λx . JemptyK(JtK[t→x])

. . . But what is meaning of the trace?

I We need to have a rule for interpreting traces:

If t is a trace and g is an assignment function, then
JtKg = g(t).

= λx . JemptyK([t → x ](t))

= λx . JemptyK(x)



Towards Predicate Abstraction

I So how do we resolve the conflict between the contextually
specified value of g(it), and its context-independent
interpretation in a sentence like (4)?

(4) The house such that [John bought it]

I Jthe house such that [John bought it]K[it→Bill’s house]

I Assignment Updates: whatever the assignment function g
gives for a certain input β, an update like [β → x ] will keep g
exactly the same, except for when β is the input, in which
case the value of g(β) will be x .

I if g =

[
it → Gaga’s hat
he → Bill

]
, then

g [he → John] =

[
it → Gaga’s hat
he → John

]



Towards Predicate Abstraction

I exercise:

Jthe man such that [Mary reviewed
the book such that [he wrote it]]Kg , where g = ∅

I exercise:

Jthe girl such that [John met
the woman such that [she is her mother]]Kg , where g = ∅



Towards Predicate Abstraction

I Jthe girl such that [John met

the woman such that [she is her mother]]Kg

I The sentence is problematic because there are two assignment
updates for the input she.

I We solve this by placing indices on pronouns and WH (or
“such that”) operators:



Towards Predicate Abstraction

I Jthe girl [such that]1 [John met

the woman [such that]2 [she1 is her2 mother]]Kg

I Jthe girl [such that]1 [John met

the woman [such that]2 [she2 is her1 mother]]Kg

I How is the assignment function g , empty by assumption,
updated in a top-down derivation in these sentences?



Predicate Abstraction

Predicate Abstraction : if α is a branching node whose
immediate daughters are βi and γ, where βi is a relative
pronoun or “such” carrying index i , then
JαKg = λx . JγKg [i→x].

I Use our composition rules: Functional Application, Predicate
Modification, Predicate Abstraction, and Pronouns and
Traces, to compute the semantics of the following sentence:

I Jthe girl whose1 mother WH2 John met t2 K
I Assume that the structure of the interpreted sentence is

the girl who1 [[the mother of t1 ] WH2 [John met t2 ]]
And assume that JmotherK = λx .λy . y is the mother of x .



Predicate Abstraction
I Predicate Abstraction : if α is a branching node whose immediate daughters

are βi and γ, where βi is a relative pronoun or “such” carrying index i , then

JαKg = λx . JγKg [i→x].

I JmotherK = λx .λy . y is the mother of x

I JtheK = λP. the unique x for which P(x) = 1

I Jgirl who1 [[the mother of t1 ] WH2 [John met t2 ]]K

= λx .(JgirlK(x) = Jwho1 [the mother of t1 ] WH2 [John met t2 ]K(x) = 1)

= λx .(JgirlK(x) = λyJ[the mother of t1 ] WH2 [John met t2 ]K[1→y ](x) = 1)

= λx .(JgirlK(x) = J[[the mother of t1 ] WH2 [John met t2 ]]K[1→x] = 1)

= λx .(JgirlK(x) = JWH2 [John met t2 ]K[1→x](Jthe mother of t1 K[1→x]) = 1)

= λx .(JgirlK(x) = λyJJohn met t2 K[1→x,2→y ](Jthe mother of t1 K[1→x]) = 1)

= λx .(JgirlK(x) = λy [Jmet t2 K[2→y ](JJohnK)](Jthe mother of t1 K[1→x]) = 1)

= λx .(JgirlK(x) = [Jmet t2 K[2→Jthe mother of t1 K[1→x]](JJohnK)] = 1)

= λx .(JgirlK(x) = [JmetK(Jt2 K[2→Jthe mother of t1 K[1→x]])(JJohnK)] = 1)

= λx .(JgirlK(x) = [JmetK(JtheK(Jmother of t1 K[1→x])(j)] = 1)

= λx .(x is a girl and j met JtheK(Jmother of t1 K[1→x]))


